Case Study

for

Powersystems

The Company

Powersystems UK Ltd is a high voltage engineering company, specialising in the design and construction of electrical power infrastructure and grid connections for industrial customers and renewable generation schemes.

The Need

Powersystems needed unmanned stores for engineers to be able to take products from the stores and scan them directly against a job number which would then automatically update job costing. It was very important for them to have 24 hour access, 7 days a week.

- The name of the person who was issuing the product from the warehouse needed to be recorded.
- Within the job costing function, the ability to amend the job number once the data had been imported into the Bridge was required.

The Solution

MJM developed the ability for works orders and job costing to be able to be updated directly from the Bridge.

- A new input field was created that will appear on the stock movement’s screen. This will allow the user’s name to be entered, which will then be viewable/reportable on within Opera.
- Datalogic hand-hand devices were installed with the Bridge Mobile software along with a Zebra Gk420d printer.